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A comprehensive study of the cascade baryon spectrum using lattice QCD affords the prospect
of predicting the masses of states not yet discovered experimentally, and determining the spin
and parity of those states for which the quantum numbers are not yet known. The study of the
cascades, containing two strange quarks, is particularly attractive for lattice QCD in that the chiral
effects are reduced compared to states composed only of u/d quarks, and the states are typically
narrow. We report preliminary results for the cascade spectrum obtained by using anisotropic N f
= 2 Wilson lattices with temporal lattice spacing 5.56 GeV−1.
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1. Introduction
A comprehensive understanding of the experimental hadron spectrum from a first principle
non-perturbative calculation is one of the main research program for lattice QCD. The lattice
hadron spectrum collaboration is mainly focusing on that. Along with nucleon spectrum we are
also extracting spectrum for hyperons, and cascade baryons in particular. In this report we present
preliminary findings for the cascade baryons by using N f = 2 anisotropic Wilson action.
Cascade spectrum can be studied comprehensively by lattice QCD and even with quenched
lattice QCD. There are a few advantage of studying cascade over studying nucleon, lambda, sigma
and delta. First, at low quark mass region, quenched QCD is plagued by the appearance of un-
physical ghost states arising out of η ′ loop. Since these ghost states are associated with negative
correlators, in general, it is very difficult to extract any signal for a physical state. However, since
cascades have two strange-mass quarks, presences of such unphysical states are somehow attenu-
ated, although still present and most of the physical states appear as a ground states up to a quite
small pion mass region. With dynamical fermions there are no ghost states, but one has to sep-
arate out multi-particle decay states from the resonance states. Secondly, due to the presence of
two heavier strange quarks, the lattice signal for cascade baryons is much better than that of light
quark baryons, such as the nucleon and delta. Thirdly, again due to the presence of two strange
quarks, chiral extrapolation for cascade baryons are easier than many other light quark baryons.
Beside these, since the decay widths of cascades are small there will be less ambiguity regarding
the mixing of states.
2. Experimental cascade spectrum and lattice opportunity
In Fig. 1 we have plotted masses (left) and mean Breit-Wigner widths (right) of experimental
cascade (Ξ) and omega (Ω) baryons. In the left figure known Ξ and Ω states are shown along
with their quantum numbers (JP) and star statuses (s). Except for a few states (ground states in
1/2+,3/2+,3/2− for Ξ , and 3/2+ for Ω) either or both of the quantum numbers of these states
are not known. Another interesting aspect of these baryons is that their decay widths are much
narrower compare to nucleon states which are shown in right figure. The average width of nucleon
states is about 274 MeV, whereas for Ξ and Ω baryons together it is just about 34 MeV.
By observing the experimental spectrum, as shown above, it is evident that a comprehensive
study of cascades and omegas by lattice QCD will enable us to predict the quantum numbers of
many states for which these are still unknown experimentally. Also lattice predicted new states
can be helpful for experimental discovery of those states. For example, one can hope to extract
a reliable ground state mass for negative parity octet cascade which is still not known. Also, it
may be possible to extract a few excited states reliably. For example, it is possible to extract the
first excited state in the positive parity octet channel. An indication of such a state will open up
the possibility of a Roper like state. That will settle the issue of the quantum numbers of the
Ξ(1690), where experimental evidence suggests a state of spin-1/2 [1], but where the parity is
still unresolved. Furthermore, a lattice prediction of two states (negative parity ground state and
positive parity excited state) will be quite encouraging to search for these states experimentally.
The lattice prediction of excited states for spin 3/2 baryons will also settle quantum numbers for a
2
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Figure 1: PDG quoted mass (left) and mean Breit-Wigner width (right) of Ξ and Ω baryons. On the right
figure mean Breit-Wigner widths of nucleon resonances are also plotted as a comparison. Combine average
widths of Ξ and Ω’s, and average widths of nucleons are shown by green and black lines respectively.
few states around 1900 MeV, and can motivate the experimental search for the properties of such
states. Similarly for Ω baryons, one hopes to predict the negative parity ground state and a positive
parity excited state. With our new sophisticated technology comprising group theoretical operators,
as discussed below, we hope to predict many other excited states.
3. Cascade Operators
As outlined in Ref. [2] for nucleons, we construct cascade operators which transform irre-
ducibly under the symmetries of the lattice i.e., of the octahedral group. In table 1 we show the
irreducible representation (irreps) of the lattice octahedral group Λ = {G1,H,G2} and the associ-
ated continuum angular momentum.
Table 1: The irreducible representation of the octahedral group Λ = {G1,H,G2} and the associated contin-
uum angular momentum J up to 132 .
Λ J
G1 12 ⊕
7
2 ⊕
9
2 ⊕
11
2 · · ·
G2 52 ⊕
7
2 ⊕
11
2 ⊕
13
2 · · ·
H 32 ⊕
5
2 ⊕
7
2 ⊕
9
2 · · ·
In order to build these operators one first constructs the basic building blocks which are co-
variantly displaced smeared quark fields ( ˜D(n)j ψ˜(x))Aaα with flavour A, colour a, and spin α . The
smeared quark field ψ˜ is displaced n links in the j direction ( j = 0,±1,±2,±3). It has been
observed that both quark smearing and gauge link smearing are necessary to reduce noise and cou-
pling to high energy states. As in our previous studies [3], we use Gaussian quark smearing and
stout link smearing. The next step is to construct elemental operators from these displaced single
quark operators as
ΦABCαβγ ;i jk(x) = εabc( ˜D
(n)
i ψ˜(x))Aaα ( ˜D
(n)
j ψ˜(x))Bbβ ( ˜D
(n)
k ψ˜(x))Ccγ . (3.1)
3
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Table 2: The various type of operator, and corresponding quark displacements needed in elemental opera-
tors where displacement indices indicate the direction of the gauge-covariant displacement for each quark;
i, j,k = {0,±1,±2,±3}.
Operator type Displacement indices
✍✌
✎☞
✉✉✉
single-site
i = j = k = 0
♠✉✉ ✉
singly-displaced
i = j = 0, k 6= 0
❤✉✉ ✉
doubly-displaced-I i = 0, j =−k, k 6= 0
❤✉
✉
✉
doubly-displaced-L
i = 0, | j| 6= |k|, jk 6= 0
❡✉ ✉
✉
triply-displaced-T
i =− j, | j| 6= |k|, jk 6= 0
❡
✉
✉
✉ 
triply-displaced-O
|i| 6= | j| 6= |k|, i jk 6= 0
Cascade operators are then constructed by projecting to I = 12 , I3 = 12 [3].
We use several different patterns of displacements for our three quark operators, as summarised
in Table 2. Taking linear combinations of these elemental operators, we project to the irreps of the
octahedral group. The resulting cascade operators for each irreps are shown in table 3.
Table 3: Type of operators used and their numbers which project into each row of the each irreducible
representation of the octahedral group Λ = {G1,H,G2} for Ξ.
Operator type G1 G2 H
Single site 4 0 3
Singly displaced 38 14 52
Doubly displaced-I 36 12 48
Doubly displaced-L 96 96 192
Triply displaced 96 96 192
Total 270 218 487
4. Pruning of operators
Not all the operators of table 3 have a substantial overlap with the low-lying spectrum, and it
would be very difficult to use all of them in a variational calculation. Indeed, many of them are
noisy which can be seen by examining the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix. We have
utilised a similar procedure for pruning a best set of operator as discussed in Ref. [3], namely :
4
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• Check the diagonal effective masses for each irrep and for each parity and sorted those in
increasing order of the average jackknife error/signal over the first sixteen non-zero time
separations to find out best operators for which signal to noise ratios are larger.
• Using those operators construct normalised correlator matrices in each representation and
find their condition numbers.
• For various subset of matrices find a matrix with minimum condition number.
However, in contrast to Ref. [3], we prune each parity channel for each irreps. separately, i.e.,
positive parity operators are pruned independently of the negative parity operators as their overlap
to the physical states could be different.
5. Results
We use 243 × 64 anisotropic lattices with the anisotropic factor ξ = 3. We have generated 2
flavour dynamical Wilson gauge configurations, and for fermions we also use Wilson action. We
have two set of configurations at temporal lattice spacings a−1t = 5.556 GeV and 5.310 GeV. The
scale is set with the Sommer parameter, and using this scale the pion masses on these lattices are
416 MeV and 572 MeV respectively. Here we will report results for finer lattice (pion mass at 416
MeV) with 860 configurations.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted effective masses for a good pruned operator for each irrep and for
both parity channels. The left figure is for the positive parity and the right figure is for the negative
parity. As expected, the lowest state is for the positive parity G1 which can be associated with the
ground state octet (spin-1/2 Ξ(1314)). The next lowest state is the positive parity H which can be of
spin 3/2 or spin 5/2. The lowest spin contributing to G2 is spin-5/2. We find this mass considerably
above the ground state in H; whilst a spin-5/2 state could yield different masses in the two irreps
due to finite-lattice-spacing effects, the considerable difference between these ground-states masses
leads us to conclude that we are observing a spin-3/2 state in H, and a spin-5/2 state in G2.
We are also able to extract good signals for negative parity states which are, in general, difficult
to obtain. In Fig. 3 (right), we plot effective masses for the negative parity ground state of G1 for a
pruned operator along with the commonly used local negative parity operator. As one can observe
that our pruned operator has much better overlap than the other. We believe that due to bigger size
of this state one needs an extended operator, and since we have included those, our pruned operator
has bigger overlap to this state. The spin identification, as argued above, for negative parity states is
not possible as all of them almost overlap to each other (figure 2, right). Another interesting point
to note is that for G2, the parity of the ground state is negative as shown in Fig. 3 (left). If one can
associate the ground state of G2 with a spin 5/2 state, as argued above, then this result suggests that
for spin 5/2 cascade the ground state is for the negative parity, which is in opposite ordering than
the parity ordering in spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 baryons.
At a lower pion mass one expects to observe signal for multi-hadron decay states along with
resonance states. For example, the N∗(1535) decays into a nucleon and pion, and similarly the
negative parity spin 1/2 cascade will decay to a multi-hadron state of positive parity cascade and
a pion in a S-wave. In Fig. 4 we plotted effective masses of ground state of irreps G1 (left) and
H (right). The horizontal lines are the sums of the positive parity ground state mass and pion
5
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Figure 2: Effective masses of positive (left) and negative (right) parity ground state cascade baryons for
various irreps for 243× 64 N f = 2 lattice QCD data at mpi = 400 MeV.
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Figure 3: Left : A representative effective mass plot for G2 channel showing that the ground state negative
parity mass is lower than that of the ground state positive parity. This parity ordering is opposite to what had
been seen in other channels. Right : A comparison of effective masses obtained from an extended operator
and most used regular local operator for negative parity G1 channel.
mass, corresponding to the non-interacting cascade-pion state in S-wave. Since these lines are
overlapping with the negative parity observed states we argue that the observed states are either
multi-hadron states or a mixture of multi-hadron and resonance states.
6. Conclusions and outlook
Given the incomplete experimental picture for cascade baryons, and a comprehensive lattice
study is demanded, we have initiated such a calculation by using operators which transform as
irreps of the octahedral group. Here we have showed our preliminary results for N f = 2 Wilson
fermions at pion mass 416 MeV. A preliminary analysis show that we are able to extract clear
signals for ground states for each irrep and for each parity. Unlike the case when using only local
operators, the use of extended operators enables us to extract signals for negative-parity states
unambiguously. We also believe that, at 416 MeV pion, the negative parity ground state extracted
for irreps G1 and H are probably those of Ξ− pi multi-hadron scattering states into which the
resonance states can decay. For the irrep G2, the negative parity state is lower than that of the
positive parity, which is not common for low lying baryons. This preliminary study also suggests
6
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Figure 4: Effective masses of ground state G1 (left) and H (right) irreps. The horizontal lines are sum of the
positive parity ground state asses and pion mass which indicate that in these channels the observed negative
parity states are probably be the S-wave scattering states.
that the observed positive parity ground state for irrep H has spin 3/2, whilst that for G2 has spin
5/2. However, this needs to be confirmed for other quark masses and then taking continuum limit.
Our current studies are aimed at carefully delineating the single- and multi-particle states before
we attempt to proceed to extract the resonance behaviour at lower pion mass We will soon carry
out full variational study to extract excited states as was performed for ref. [4] at this pion mass
and at a higher pion mass. Our collaboration has begun to generate a series of gauge configurations
for 2+1 dynamical quark flavours for various lattice spacings and volumes [5]. We will be utilising
these lattices for extracting cascade spectrum along with other hadrons.
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